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ABSTRACT
Earthmoving and surface mining typically involve the use of large equipment that cycles
repeatedly. Typically, operations involving such equipment are designed to minimise
unit costs (cost per production). However, with an increasing emphasis on climate and
environmental issues, such operations are now being examined in terms of unit emissions
(emissions per production).
The seminar explores the relationship between the optimum unit cost and optimum unit
emission solutions for surface mining and earthmoving operations. For operations
involving excavators and trucks, it is demonstrated that for truck numbers as the control
variable, that the optimum unit cost and optimum unit emissions solution are the
same. An argument based on finite source queuing analysis and the gradients of the
objective functions is used. The result extends to the case involving multiple excavators
and dump points, where an additional control variable of truck allocation is introduced
and trucks are dispatched optimally between excavators and servers. An argument based
on finite source queuing analysis and linear programming is used. For operations
involving scrapers, because of nonlinear load growth curves of scrapers, the coincident
unit cost and unit emissions result changes, but still the optimum unit cost and optimum
unit emissions solutions do not differ by much. Collectively, these results show that
surface mining and earthmoving configurations traditionally designed on unit cost also
impact the environment the least or are close to lowest impact on the environment.
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